Real Science
"Science is the belief in the ignorance of
the experts" – Richard Feynman

Mind-Blowing Temperature Fraud At NOAA
Posted on July 27, 2015

The measured US temperature data from USHCN shows that the US is on a long-term cooling trend. But the
reported temperatures from NOAA show a strong warming trend.

They accomplish this through a spectacular hockey stick of data tampering, which corrupts the US temperature
trend by almost two degrees.

The biggest component of this fraud is making up data. Almost half of all reported US temperature data is now
fake. They fill in missing rural data with urban data to create the appearance of non-existent US warming.

The depths of this fraud is breathtaking, but completely consistent with the fraudulent profession which has
become known as “climate science”
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53 Responses to Mind-Blowing Temperature Fraud At NOAA
Steve Case says:
July 27, 2015 at 5:16 pm

Looks like they are just continuing what they’ve been doing right along:

A Global Epidemic Of Data Tampering At
The US Government
With 25 comments

Reply

Realist says:
July 27, 2015 at 5:25 pm

I really don’t understand how this can keep happening. In my job, I have to provide monthly reports to my superiors.
Without having a degree in math or statistics, I can easily use excel to ‘adjust’ the numbers to create any trend I want. On
paper, the numbers still add up, but I can splice and dice, and use smoke and mirrors, to create a desired trend. So I could
easily go in month after month and show all positive trends, but eventually the divergence between what I say (surface
temps) and what the finance dept says (reality) will become so great that I will be called out, investigated, then fired, and not
necessarily in that order. Besides the fact that this would ruin my career any any future job opportunity, its morally and
ethically wrong to lie about what the data says. How people can keep getting away with this is just crazy.
Reply

Scottish Sceptic says:
July 27, 2015 at 6:21 pm

But you aren’t an eco-fascist – because if you’re doing things to “save the environment” then your’e allowed to do
ANYTHING including wholesale destruction of the environment!
Reply

Marsh says:
July 28, 2015 at 12:59 am

Realist ; I’m also angered by the unfettered way the warming mongers nonsense & obvious fraud is broadly accepted.
Most organisations have systematic processes that
eventually exposes corruption. In a mainstream democratic society, an important safeguard is having a Press that if
free of bias & prejudice.
…

What is key to the continuing Global Warming Fraud is that a myriad of watch dogs
are effectively in the pockets of the fraudsters. Above all, the Media, the one area of open review has failed Society
with many even driving the Global Warming mantra.
Reply

banderlogtorpedo says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:51 pm

While driving the Greatness of Obama mantra
Reply

Jas says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:56 pm

The mainstream media is nothing more than propaganda today. The only questions are: Who is driving these
bizarre agendas and what is their endgame?
My longterm view of these monsters makes me fear for the worst.
Reply

TopAngler says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:03 pm

Excellent observation – I agree wholeheartedly!
For approximately 200 years, the media played an integral role in preserving our republic. Now, they’re
complicit in destroying it. They have mutated from watchdogs to activists.
Reply

Jim Temple says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:04 pm

There is, indeed, a stunning lack of curiosity among the media elites on this subject. Contrary to what their
mind is subjected to, on a daily basis, they allow themselves to be corrupted by those who say things they can
not prove.
Reply

omanuel says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:07 pm

Regretfully, without the release of Climategate emails in late November 2009, most of us would never have
realized that Stalin won WWII and united nations (UN) and national academies of sciences (NAS) into a
worldwide “Orwellian Ministry of Consensus Science (UN)Truths” on 24 October 1945.
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10640850/CHAOS_and_FEAR.pdf
Reply

adsicks says:
July 28, 2015 at 9:29 am

You don’t work for the Federal Reserve, do you……

Reply

kw2012 says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:51 pm

You wouldn’t be fired if your boss dictated to you to alter the data and that’s what is happening.
Reply

Jason Blankovich says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:53 pm

Hi Realist. NOAA is a Fed Govmnt creature. OF COURSE is is completely disconnected from reality. It is driven by
the politics of the left, not science. Look at the “Justice” dept, or the IRS for your clue as to HOW?? this can go on.
Reply

Bill says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:55 pm

I’ll tell you how it happens. Their superiors want the data to show a warming trend. Based on this looks like they’re
doing a fine job. Raises all around!
Reply

Michael Moir says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:13 pm

Obviously you don’t work for a liberally funded, federal run, Obomination.
Reply

carl6352 says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:14 pm

the problem is the guy who is heading this department is a chicken little fanatic! like the guy at nasa. if you came with
true readings like the sattelites showing the arctic in a massive growing faze of ice he would poo-poo it! why just
recently the un panel came out as they have done yearly too claim the warmest on record, every time they do it i get a
chuckle!
Reply

gofer says:
July 27, 2015 at 5:54 pm

“Global warming experts are saying that sea levels could rise 20 feet. Apparently their strategy for surviving this is to stand
on top of a pile of government research grant money.” —Fred Thompson
Reply

John Smith says:
July 27, 2015 at 5:58 pm

Realist
In reality you, like me, lack sufficient social status
we are not in politics, and we are not CEOs

we can’t deploy our golden parachute or retire to our Magnum PI Hawaiian beach estate before our social betters figure out
what a bleeping mess we made of things
or at least blame it on us
it rolls downhill
or get a PhD and tenure
then we’re golden
Reply

carl6352 says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:15 pm

true science left this along time ago when politics as a means to a end got involved!
Reply

Scottish Sceptic says:
July 27, 2015 at 6:19 pm

Climate “science” – is a joke and an insult to all the real scientists.
Reply

shazaam says:
July 27, 2015 at 7:05 pm

Indeed.
A start at showing the proper respect to the “climate science” profession would be to require all of the attendees of
the Pairs Climate Conference to wear red clown noses and oversized clown shoes. (water squirting flowers optional)
Such required attire would only be a start for the ridicule these frauds so richly deserve.
Reply

phxfreddyii says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:15 pm

It is PlaySkool science ™ ……..for those who don’t want to do the real grinding hard work of real science. Plastic
hammers and various shaped hole to beat the plastic parafuso into.
Reply

Andy DC says:
July 27, 2015 at 7:14 pm

Do you want to use my observations as the official DC temperature? My maximum temps are running a good 8-10 degrees
lower than the “official” temperature at Washington National Airport. Having your temperature recorded over trees and
grass is apparently greatly diffenent that having it sitting on asphalt and concrete, next to jet exhaust and air conditioning
exhaust.
Reply

omanuel says:
July 27, 2015 at 7:47 pm

Yes, fraud became the main component of consensus science after Stalin won WWII and united nations (UN) and national
academies of science (NAS) into a giant worldwide “Orwellian Ministry of Consensus Science (UN)Truths” that immediately
changed the internal composition of the Sun from:
_ a) Mostly iron (Fe) in 1945 to
_ b.) Mostly hydrogen (H) in 1946
Followed by the FRAUDULENT:
1. Standard solar model
2. Standard nuclear model
3. Big Bang cosmology model
4. Anthropologic global warming model
Reply

markstoval says:
July 27, 2015 at 8:40 pm

Tony,
You are at your best with these sorts of posts. They show that the other side is cheating, cheating, cheating just to barely keep
a failed theory afloat. Keep up this good work, please.
~ Mark
Reply

stevengoddard says:
July 27, 2015 at 8:43 pm

Thanks Mark
Reply

omanuel says:
July 27, 2015 at 9:12 pm

Mark, the entire fraudulent structure of post-WWII consensus science is at stake.
Yes, Tony, is now getting information past Stalin’s gatekeepers of pseudo-scientific knowledge!
Reply

bit chilly says:
July 27, 2015 at 9:28 pm

i will second that mark. this is an essential resource to keep tabs on what is happening in the climate “data” collecting
community. those working in climate science appear to have been indoctrinated during their formative years . there
can be no other explanation as it is the only field where every single person involved appears to be singing from the
same hymn sheet.
Reply

gator69 says:
July 27, 2015 at 11:16 pm

I have to agree with Mark, this post was saved to my “Data Fraud” file, and sent out to everyone I know.
Reply

AndyG55 says:
July 27, 2015 at 9:14 pm

Thing I think is extraordinary, is that you can continue to use the words, FRAUD and CRIMINAL, and they don’t even
attempt to take you to court.
Its almost as if you were daring them to do so.
This is pretty much absolute proof that they haven’t got a leg to stand on.
Reply

Billy Liar says:
July 27, 2015 at 9:50 pm

It’s because you’ve got no money Andy. No point in taking you to court to find you can’t pay them $$$$.
Reply

shazaam says:
July 27, 2015 at 11:03 pm

Hansen et al are really, *REALLY* getting desperate to keep the grant train rolling.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2015/07/27/climate-change-skeptics-may-be-about-tolose-one-of-their-favorite-arguments/
I really loved this Hansen quote: “It will be clearer, give us a few more years,” he says.
However the quotation that burned-out my Bovine Excrement meter (miniature mushroom cloud) was the rave review from
“Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics Discussions”: “masterwork of scholarly synthesis, modeling virtuosity, and
insight, with profound implications.” (Note the utter and complete absence of any mention of teeny words like “accurate”,
“reliable”, or heaven forbid, “factual”)
Yep, a masterpiece of “modeling virtuosity” aka a computer-generated fantasy climate model. Or as I prefer to call them: factfree and reality free simulations for big cash / massive grants. Paris is coming, and my Bovine Excrement meter is already a
smoking ruin.
Reply

David Nantz says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:47 pm

When the money dries up so will the “science” .
Reply

steve says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:49 pm

What, do you suppose, is the motivation behind this fraud. I cannot believe that scores of scientists and entire organizations
would fudge the numbers for “eco” purposes.
Reply

mat says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:49 pm

Congrats Tony on making The Drudge Report……
Reply

kingghidora says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:56 pm

We are witnessing the first events in the global apocalypse to come. I know there will be cheap shot artists following the PC
model and making fun of what I say. They don’t seem to realize they are as much a part of the problem as the climate change
“sky is falling” crowd. There is a giant movement that is gaining momentum every day. We get in bed with the worst of the
worst in Iran and demand that our people hand over their money to countries that are the “victims” of climate change. It’s
always easy to buy power with other people’s money. The end use of the power being gathered will shock the world. In short,
we haven’t seen anything yet. Go ahead and stick your head in the sand and say it can’t happen here but then take a look at
how it did go that way in a highly civilized country, Germany not to mention Japan, Russia, China, North Korea, Rwanda,
Cambodia, Cuba, etc. etc. And countries like the UK are right on the brink of becoming total fascist states. And that is the goal
of the power grabbers who make scape goats of anyone that doesn’t join the party and shout “Heil Climate Change” along
with other fascist slogans. If you live much longer you will see the worst era in the history of man. The time of the return of
Christ is at hand. But I’m guessing that 90% of the people here who act like they have some sense will falter at these words in
spite of massive evidence. The Anti-Christ is gathering power and if you fight against Christ you are serving the dark side
period. Don’t think it won’t happen. The plans our “leaders” have for us are staggering and they are just the tip of the iceberg.
Evil is real and it’s coming to your town.
Reply

SunSword says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:59 pm

And of course a premier site that has been documenting this stuff for years is: http://wattsupwiththat.com/
Reply

noseitall says:
July 28, 2015 at 1:59 pm

.
Are wealthy liberals around the world selling their beachfront mansions to avoid the rising seas caused by global warming?
Of course not.

Because they know better.
.
Reply

Teddy Novak says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:01 pm

Global warming (aka climate change) is the religion of the stupid.
zazzle.com/FirstPrinciples?rf=238518351914519699
Reply

Arthur Vandalay says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:03 pm

The Climate Liars have never taken the Sun and it’s enormous impact on the Earth’s climate throughout history into proper
account. Now that we have had two relatively tame solar cycles and the prospect is for a likely Maunder type minimun ahead
one hopes all those that “cooked the books” to get grant money are called out and exposed as the frauds they are.
Reply

Scott Martin says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:04 pm

Worse yet…”urban” temps are where congestion (and therefore TEMPERATURE) have increased. It’s all a fraud when you
increase the items that are absorbing and / on retaining heat. For example, if I have an open yard, then line the yard with a
brick fence, the temps will rise, heat will be retained and therefore start the next day higher and give the appearance of an
increase.
Reply

Chris says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:04 pm

No kidding! We’ve been watching this for years! Validation and vindication! Just report it and it’s true. Those holding the
mouthpiece really think we are bunch of idiots. Finally.
Reply

John Campbell says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:05 pm

The one salient point in this fraud is simply this. Governments are creating laws around this garbage and innocent people are
being harmed by those laws. “The ends justifies the means” mentality is on display.
What I want is justice. People harmed by these laws should be restored and those behind this scheme should be spending the
rest of their lives in prison without parole. That includes both alleged scientists and politicians.
Reply

Gary says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:11 pm

Not to mention world economies are being irreparably damaged, costing millions their livelihoods and incomes. Way
to go you dumb ass sh*t spouting Dumocrats, sh*t eating Liberals, and Obama/Gore sycophants.
Reply

_Jim says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:05 pm

Congrats on the Drudge link …
Reply

Gary says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:07 pm

According to that dumb ass Obama and his amateurs and clowns this is the worst THREAT the US is facing – and it’s ALL
MADE UP! Good call Obama, you idiot. You should be hanging with the other idiot, 20 cars, two airplanes, and a 20,000
square foot house the famous “non-polluter” Al Gore.
Reply

Gary says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:09 pm

It’s been obvious for years that the libtards “Climate change” is pure fiction – just like Obama’s resume, college papers, and
birth certificate.
Reply

cassisanass says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:10 pm

Follow the money
Reply

Ed Heubel says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:10 pm

Has a SINGLE, ONE, climate scientist noticed this? And written a paper on it? Like, you know, the scientific process…
Reply

Ken Chapel says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:10 pm

The Republicans in Congress that ‘currently’ are against Climate Change solutions….are just holding out for more money
Reply

Bill Carson says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:10 pm

Thank you. I’d like to share this, but where’s the support? Are there a list of each fraudulent temperature reading with
explanations? Are there before and after spreadsheets that we can download? Everyone who shares this puts their reputation
on the line.
Reply

Buford ButtFish says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:12 pm

GORE’s fault for the B.S.
Reply

Ah-Clem says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:12 pm

NOAA and NASA are both government agencies. The government wants proof of global warming, so they change the data to
fit the request. The climate scientists live by government grants. If they disagree with global warming, they don’t get their
grants. That makes it possible for politicians to point to global warming, backed up by science. Science that’s intentionally
skewed by corrupt data isn’t science at all. It’s all driven by a political agenda, and it will also make Al Gore, and others like
him very rich. Volcanic eruptions can easily cause more climate change than man and his machines. Will they outlaw
volcanos too?
Reply

Stuart Spivak says:
July 28, 2015 at 2:13 pm

My compliments to all of you independent thinkers! Now, let’s shift that perspective over to the political arena where both
parties (but mostly the left) make the most outrageous claims on a regular basis and the press generally follows the approved
narrative slavishly! Take back our country and our integrity.
Reply
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